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The usual form of the separation theorem states that if A and B are non- 
empty convex sets in a locally convex space E such that (int A) n B = 0 and 
int A # 0 then there is a continuous linear functional f for whichf < a on A, 
f > a on B and f f u on A U B. This, of course, is the bedrock for duality 
theory and is indispensable for convex analysis and optimization. 
If E is finite dimensional then int A can be replaced by riA (interior 
relative to the afftne span of A) which is always non-empty. A sharper result 
is true in the finite dimensional case if B is a convex polyhedron: then f can 
be chosen so that f f a on A. 
This sharper separation for polyhedra yields the Positive Extension 
Property: if S is a polyhedron in Euclidean space, M an affine variety and a 
an affine function on M such that a > u on Sn M then a can be affmely 
extended to a> a on S. (Contrast this to the function a(t) = t on R which 
has no linear extension to RZ non-negative on the disk of radius 1 about 
(03 I).) 
It is this feature of finite-dimensional polyhedra we wish to abstract to 
general Banach spaces. Our goal is to obtain separation theorems for sets 
which intersect in ways that preclude the use of standard (geometric 
Hahn-Banach) separation theorems. 
Observe that if S is a compact polytope and M an afTme variety then each 
extreme point (there are only finitely many) of S either belongs to M or the 
set of points in S whose distance from M is bounded away from 0 by some 
6 > 0. It follows that each x E S is a convex combination of a point in 
S f7 M and a point whose distance from M is greater than or equal to 6. This 
turns out to be the geometric property of polyhedra that extends to the 
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infinite-dimensional setting without explicit reference to the finiteness of the 
set of generators. From this decomposability property we deduce the Positive 
Extension Property for continuous affine functionals. 
We give precise formulations in Section 1, aiming toward applications to 
sets in a Banach dual space. This yields separating functionals in the primal 
space, always the more delicate direction and requiring a l/2” iterative 
process. 
In Section 2 we discuss the relationship of decomposability and 
“polyhedralness” in Euclidean spaces. It is shown that if A is compact 
convex, B a closed convex cone, then A + B is polyhedral if and only if it is 
decomposable with respect to each variety M. 
Section 3 presents a Banach space version of the Fenchel duality set-up in 
which we give sufficient conditions for subgradients, dual solutions and 
primal solutions in a formulation that seems suitable for the functional- 
analytic nature of the situation. In particular we attempt to avoid a priori 
assumptions of continuity and interior since these are unlikely to be available 
in a naturally infinite-dimensional context. We give a convenient condition 
for dual solutions and Kuhn-Tucker vectors based on the weak* closure of 
the dual convolution. This is a straightforward consequence of the 
Krein-Smulyan Theorem. We then give decomposability conditions on the 
dual (weak*) geometry to deduce exact solutions to the primal problem. 
We give applications to some typical Banach space duality results. 
including the abstract Rudin-Carleson theorem which is treated in detail in 
11. 21. 
In Section 4 we consider the convex programming set-up with constraints 
taking values in a dual Banach space. We formulate our hypotheses in terms 
of the &Positive Extension Property for the dual cone P* with respect to 
the subspace spanned by the range of the constraint map. This allows for 
sufficiency conditions based on decomposability, as our general results in 
Section 1 show. If the range space is finite-dimensional the hypotheses are 
automatically satisfied by virtue of the fact that the positive orthant in R” is 
polyhedral. Thus we recapture the finite-dimensional theory (the Farkas 
theorem and linear programming in the linear case and Slater-type 
conditions in the convex case). 
1. DECOMPOSABLE CONVEX SETS 
Let S be a convex set and A4 an affine variety, both ul*-closed in the dual, 
E*, of a Banach space E. For various types of S (S a cone, S bounded, etc.) 
different versions of decomposability by M have been considered, all with the 
aim of giving a readily verified geometric condition guaranteeing that a MI*- 
PEP holds: each w*-continuous affine function bounded below by zero on 
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SnM extends to a bc*-continuous affine function on E* which remains 
bounded below by zero on S. 
We shall describe the relationships of these various formulations and 
construct a definition suitable for arbitrary sets S. 
Let S be a closed convex set containing 0 in a Banach space E. Let ps 
denote the Minkowski functional of S: 
ps = inf{l> 0: I E AS}. 
The support functional ps is defined on E* by 
pJx*) = sup{ (X, x*): .Y E S}. 
The polar set of S is the (kj* closed convex) subset of E* given by 
so = (x”: &(x*) < 1 }. 
We note that ps = psO. If S is a subspace then 
So = S1 = (x* : (x.x*) = 0 for all .Y E S}. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let 0 E S, a closed convex subset of E and let IV be a 
closed subspace. Then S is locally decomposable by M if there is a positively 
homogeneous map 
n:S+SnM 
satisfying 
(a) ZY = .Y for x E S n M, 
(b) p&x) = ps(xx) + ps(x - Z-Y) for x E S. 
(c) for some a > 0 
Ilx - n-4 < a (Ix + MII for XE S. 
Here I/X + MI\ denotes the distance from x to M given by 
inf(l1.u + MIJ: m E Mt. 
The positive homogeneity of rc assures that rr is well-defined on the cone 
spanned by S. Note that if S is bounded then (b) is the same as saying I is a 
convex combination of rtx and (x - ZY). 
As an example we recall that S is split (see, for example, [ 11) if 71 is a 
bounded linear projection onto M satisfying (b). In this case .Y - rtx is the 
complementary projection and properties (a) and (c) are automatic. Thus 
split sets are locally decomposable by the range M of the projection. 
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If S is a cone then ps is identically zero on S and infinite on E\S so that 
(a). (b) and (c) combine to say 
(d) each x E S can be written as 1’ + z with 
j,ESnMand zES with llzll<allz+MII. 
Our fundamental result is that the local decomposability of So by M’ 
gives the w*-PEP. The proof makes use of a gauge femma on E and the 
details can be found in [ 11. The main point is that S + M is a closed subset 
of E. The precise statement follows. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let 0 E S be closed in the Banach space E and let M be 
a closed subspace of E. If So is locally decomposable by M’ then S f M is 
closed in E and each w*-continuous linear functional a on M’for which 
a>0 on S”nM1 
extends to an element a^ in E such that 
a^ > 0 on So. 
It would be useful to have an intrinsic notion of decomposability, one in 
which M could be an afline variety and 0 need not belong to S. Furthermore, 
this notion should be indifferent to a translation of S and M and should 
somehow reflect a polyhedral type structure between S and M. 
Local decomposability is somewhat too general from this point of view. 
For example, let S be the quarter disk of radius one centered at (0. 1) in R* 
and let M be the -u-axis. Then S is locally decomposable by M: let 71 be iden- 
tically (0.0) along the arc of circle from (0,O) to (1, 1) and let XX = .Y along 
M. Then extend 71 affinely along the line from (1,0) to (1, 1) and 
homogeneously to the rest of S. Then (a) is satisfied and (b) is satisfied 
trivially along the circle and the x-axis. Let 
X=(1,X2)=X*(1, 1)+(1 -.Y~)(1,0)=(Xz.X2)+(l -.uz,O) 
so that 
7x=(1 -x*,0) and x - 7LK = (x2, x2). 
Then 
1 = ps(x) = (1 -x1) + x2 = p&cx) + p&x - 7czY) 
SO that (b) holds for all x with ps(x) = 1; hence, by homogeneity, for all 
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x E S. For (c), if x lies on the arc of circle then we have (since 
x:+(1 -x*)2= 1) 
and 
If x = (1, x2) then 11(x + MI1 =x2 and I/x - ~xll = l/(x,, xz)II = fix2 and 
again (*) holds. Thus (c) is true for any x such that ps(x) = 1 and 7r is as 
required. On the other hand if S is translated to be the quarter of the unit 
disk (centered about the origin) in the second quadrant then S is not locally 
decomposable by the x-axis: to satisfy (b), 71 must be identically (0,O) along 
the arc of circle. But then for x on the arc. llxll = /Ix - 71x11 = 1 and 
IJx + MI1 =x2 so that (c) must fail. 
We can avoid the sensitivity to translation and at the same time take 
advantage of the inherently simpler definition (d) for cones by the standard 
trick of embedding S in the hyperplane E X ( 1 } c E x R. Thus let Qs denote 
the closed cone in E x R spanned by S X ( 1) and let I%? be the (necessarily) 
closed subspace spanned by the affine variety M x (1 1. Recall that 
Q,n(Ex llt)=Sx 11) and Qsn (E x (0)) =A, x (01, where A, is the 
asymptotic cone of S given by A, = n.,>,, k(S - a) (any fixed u E S). 
Similarly L&’ x (0) is the closed subspace M,, of E obtained by translating the 
variety M to zero. 
We take II@, A)ll = l(3cll V IAl on E x R. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let S be a closed convex set in E and M a closed 
afflne variety. We say S is decomposable by M if the cone Qs is locally 
decomposable by the subspace fi in E x R. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. (1) If 0 E S and S is decomposable by the closed 
subspuce A4 then S is locully decomposable by M. 
(2) If S is a cone and M a subspuce then S is decomposable by M if 
and only if S is locally decomposable by M. 
(3) S is decomposable by M if and only if S - a is decomposable bj* 
M-4 (unyuEE). 
Proof. (I) We have Q, is locally decomposable by fi. Since 0 E S, 
fi=MxR and A,cS. 
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If x E S and ps(x) = 1 then (using definition (d) for cones) 
(4 1) = (4: s) + (2, 1); (~7, s) E Qs n a, (I, f) E Q,, 
ll(z, f)ll < cf IKX. 1) + WI. 
Thus, if 71-r = ~7 we have (a) and (b) satisfied. Furthermore 
(Ix - ?rxll = IIZIJ < I/z(I v t < a 11(x, 1) + fill = a /Ix + MIJ, 
where the last equality is a consequence of 0 E M. 
Similarly, if p5(x) = 0 and IJxJI = 1 
(x, 0) = (.v, 0) + (z, 0); yEA,nM, zEA,, 
llzll G a IIX + MII- 
Thus, with rtx = 11, homogeneous extension of II to all of S satisfies (a), (b) 
and (c) of Definition 1.1. 
(2) In view of (1) we need only show that local decomposability 
implies decomposability. Thus given x define 
qrx, r) = r(7cx, 1) (x E s. r > 0) 
and 
qx, 0) = (7LK. 0). 
Then (a), (b), (c) of Definition 1.1 follow easily. 
(3) Let h: E XR + E x R; h(x,r)= (x--ra,r). Then h is a 
continuous isomorphism with h ‘(x. r) = (x + ra, r). Also h maps the sets 
S x { I } + (S -a) x (1 }, 
M x (I} -+ (M-a) X (11, 
Q, + Q,s-0,. 
fi+(M-a)- 
so that (3) is established by the relation 
where II, rt, are the decomposing maps for Qs and Q,,-,,. u 
We note that the example of the quarter disk together with statement (3) 
shows that the converse of (1) is false in general. 
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A useful refinement is the concept of positive decomposability. We say the 
closed cone S is positively decomposable by the closed subspace M if there 
is a bounded linear functional f on E and a > 0 such that M c f -l(O) and 
for each x E S 
This implies that S n It4 is a closed decomposable face of S sincef < 0 on S 
with 
snM=snf-‘(0) 
and, for each m E M, 
Ilzll <d(x) = @Xx + m) <a llfll 11.~ + 4 
In general S is positively decomposable by M if Qs is positively decom- 
posable by ni. See [2] for a proof of the following. 
1.5. THEOREM. Let S and M be a closed cone and closed subspace in E 
such that So is positively decomposable by M’ in E*. Then for each 
s* E So\,’ there is an x E -S n M such that (x, x*) > 0. 
Thus x > 0 on So and x E 0 on Ml. In this case we say So n M’ is a semi- 
e.uposed face if So. It is important that even though So and M’ is a semi- 
exposedface of So. It is important that even though So and M’ are in E*. the 
decomposing functional need not be M )*-continuous-it need only belong to 
E**. It is easy to see that the results of Proposition 1.4 also hold for positive 
decomposability. 
For the case where S is bounded these properties have a simple intrinsic 
characterization. given in the next proposition. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. Let S be a closed bounded convex set and M a closed 
affine variety. 
( 1) S is decomposable bJ> M if and onljl if for some 6 > 0 
S = co(S n M, Z); Z=(zES:/lz-MIj>6}. 
(2) S is positively decomposable by M if and only iffor some f E E* 
andyER,Sc[f>y],Mc[f=y]and 
S = co(S n M, Z); z = (z E s: f(z) 2 6 > y). 
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Proof. Let S be decomposable by M and, by Proposition 1.4(3) assume 
0 E S n M. If p > 1 is a bound for l/xll (x E S) then p,(x) = 1 implies with 
(x, 1) = (y, s) + (z. t) E Q, nfi + Q,, 
ll(z, fll < ~ll(X~ t) - fill. 
SinceA,=(O),ifs=lthenx=yESnM.Ift=l thenx=zwith 
l/P < Il(-6 l)ll = IIG. 1)ll < a: Ilk? 1) + fill = f% llz + w. 
Otherwise 
(x, 1) = S(J/?/s, 1) + t(z/r, 1): y/s E s n M, zjt E s 
and (as above) 
l/P < ll(z. t)ll < I(~~3 1) -fill = cf ll(z3 f) + fill 
< a ll(z/t, 1) - hill = a llzjt - MII. 
Thus the second part of (1) holds with 6 = ljolp. Conversely, if the second 
part of (1) holds and 0 E S n M then each (x. 1) E S x fl } can be written 
and 
Then. if 2(x, 1) = (Ay, A), we have 
and so Q, is locally decomposable by A. The proof of (2) is similar. 1 
Obtaining an intrinsic characterization of decomposability for unbounded 
S is somewhat more complicated. To see that the condition of 
Proposition 1.6 is inadequate we simply note that for S a cone and M a 
subspace every element x E S\M can be written trivially as a convex 
combination of the required type. Just take z = rx for r sufficiently large and 
let .r = 0. On the other hand local decomposability fails to be intrinsic. The 
use of Qs and &I ‘forces” the right conditions, which turn out to be a 
compromise between these two cases. 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let S be closed convex with asymptotic cone A, and 
let M be a closed at&e variety which is a translate of the subspace N. We 
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say S is intrinsically decomposable by M if A, is decomposable by N and for 
some a E E and a > 0 each x E S can be written in one of the following 
forms: 
(a) a convex combination of ~1 E S n M and z E S such that 
Ilz--allV l<aIlz-MII. 
(b) asumofyEA,f3NandzESsuchthat 
l(z--allV 1 <ullz-Mli. 
We shall see shortly that this is translation invariant, and independent of 
the choice of a (with suitable change in the corresponding a) and, in fact, 
equivalent to the decomposability of Q, by I@. The condition on z in (a) is 
contrived to handle the bounded case and the conical case simultaneously. 
To see the need for decompositions of the type in (b) consider S as the 
vertical half-strip in R* bounded below by the unit interval of the ?s-axis and 
M the Jr-axis. If .Y = (1, A) (A > 0) then x can be decomposed as in (a) only 
trivially (x = z) and /x - M(I = 1 while llxll becomes large as ,I becomes 
large. Thus (a) is not possible while for large 1 
?c=(O,A)+(l,O)EA,nN+S 
will satisfy (b). Of course S is decomposable by M. 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Intrinsic decomposability is independent of the choice 
ofa. 
Proof. If b is given and 
1 Vllz-all<allz-Ml1 
then 
Ilz-4~llz-all+Ila-41. 
Let c=Jla-bll. If llz-alI< 1 then l(z-bll< 1 +c. If llz-alI> 1 then 
I(z-bl(<llz-all +llz-aIIc=liz-aIl(l +c). 
Hence 
llz-bll<(l +c)V(l +c)llz-all 
=(l +c)(l VIlz-alI()<a(l +c)llz--all 
so that 
1 V (Iz - b(l < a( 1 + c) llz - MII. I 
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1.9. COROLLARY. Intrinsic decomposability is translation invariant. 
1.10. THEOREM. The closed convex set S is decomposable by the closed 
affine variety M if and only if S is intrinsically decomposable by M. 
Proof. Let Q, be decomposable by fi so that Definition 1.1(d) holds. We 
can assume 0 E S n M. Given x E S we have 
(x, I) = (j: 1) + (z. ,u); (uJ)EQ,n& (w)d’. 
ll(z, lull1 < a Ilk, P) - AlI = a llz - WI. 
If 0 < /?. < 1 then 
x = A(y/A) + p(z/‘u); j’/~ESnM,z/‘uES, 
II Z/P II V 1 = k/,4 1 N = (I/P) II@, ~u)ll G (a/P) llz, P) - AlI 
= a Il(z/p. I) - nilI = a II z/w - MII. 
Thus the representation of Definition 1.7(a) holds. If d = 0 then (b) holds. If 
,u=O then zEA, so that 4’ + z/t E S for all t > 0. If z # 0 then 
s = j’ E S ~7 M. If z # 0 write 
(.u, l)=s(.v, l)-t(Y+z/r, 1); O<s<landt=l-s. 
Let z, = 4’ + z/t. Since 0 < I/zI( < a l/z - MI1 we have for t small 
and hence 
IIzJ V 1 G llzl~ll + IIYII V 1 < (a/t llz - MII + (l/f) llz - MII 
=(l +a)IIz/f-MII=(l +a)llzI-MII, 
where the last equality follows from y E M. Thus the representation (a) holds 
with constant 1 + a. Since A, x {O} is a face of Q, the decomposability of 
A, by A4 is immediate. Thus intrinsic decomposability holds. Conversely, we 
show representations (a) and (b) serve to yield the decomposability of Q, by 
fi. Again, we take 0 E S n M. If (x, 0) E Qs then the decomposability of A, 
by M gives the required decomposition. For (x, 1) E Q, we have, in case (a) 
holds. 
x=Ay+pz; 1+/i== yESnM, ZES, 
llzll V 1 < a llz -WI 
22 
and so 
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(~3 l)=(~~l,;l)+Cuz,~))QQ,n~+Q,, 
II&. Pu)ll =Pu(llZll v 1) ,< w /IL - WI = (2 llo1Z~ P) - w. 
If (b) holds then 
(x, I)=(~:o)+(z, l)~(A,nM)x lor +Q,cQ,nM+Q, 
with ll(z, l)il < a ll(z, 1) -fill as above. m 
We conclude this section with the separation and extension theorems in 
E* which are related to decomposability. 
1.11. DEFINITION. Let S and M be rv*-closed convex sets in E* with M 
afftne. We say S has the generalized positive extension property (GPEP) 
with respect to M if each &continuous aftine functional a on M with a >/I 
on S n A4 extends to a bv*-aftine functional on E* bounded below by /I on S. 
I. 12. THEOREM. If S, M are w*-closed in E* with S decomposable 6.17 M
then S has the GPEP with respect to M. 
Proof. We have Q, decomposable by A? in E* x R. Given a w*- 
continuous on M with a >/? on S fl M we can assume 0 E S n M so that a 
can be taken linear on M. Then define 
A(x, s) = a(x) - a, 
so that A is w*-continuous on ACE* X R = (E X R)* and ‘4 > 0 on 
Q, n A?. Thus Theorem 1.2 gives a B Iv*-continuous on E* x R, B 1~ = A 
and B > 0 on Q,. Then b(x) = B(x, 1) gives the required extension of a. fl 
In the following if B is convex and M is the smallest closed afflne 
containing B then ri B means the interior of B relative to M. If B c E* then 
we always mean the ,&relative interior by ri B. 
1.13. THEOREM. Let A, B be w*-closed convex sets in E* with M the 
w*-closed aSfine span of B. If 
(a) A is decomposable bJ> M. 
(b) ri B # 0 and (ri B) n A = 0, 
then there is an element a E E separating A and B: 
a >p on A and a<ponriB. 
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Proof. We can apply a standard separation theorem to obtain a w*- 
continuous afftne function a, on M separating B and A n M. Thus u,, < p,, on 
ri B and a, > p, on A n M. Then Theorem 1.12 gives a n%ontinuous affine 
extension a’ on E* with a’ >& on A. Then a’ is the translation of a E E* so 
that a separates A and B as required. 1 
2. DECOMPOSABILITY IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
Consider sets S in R” of the form A + B, where A is compact convex and 
B is a closed convex cone. We say S isJiniteb> generated if A is the convex 
hull of a finite set A, and B is the collection of non-negative linear 
combinations of a finite set B,. We denote this by B = (B,)+. Recall that 
such A and B are closed (for B this is the Farkas lemma [6]) and hence S is 
closed. Now S is finitely generated if and only if S is polyhedral (the inter- 
section of a finite number of closed half-spaces) if and only if S has only 
finitely many faces. These facts are proved in Rockafellar [6]. 
We show here that these are also equivalent to S being decomposable by 
each variety M. or to S having the GPEP with respect to each M. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. If S = A + B in R” is polyhedral then S is decom- 
posable by each uffine variety M. 
Proof. Since the cone Qs in R”” spanned by S x ( 1 ] is polyhedral it 
suffices to consider only the case where S = B is a cone and M is a 
subspace. Let 
M = f) f;‘(o); fi linear on R” 
i=l 
and for each non-empty subset J of ( l,..., k) let 
S, = (.u E S:f,(x) > 0 for i E J and A(x) < 0 for i @J). 
Then S, is polyhedral, hence generated by the finite set B,. If z E B,\M then 
for some i. If.(z)/ > 0. Let 
Then f, E 0 on S, n M and, since each term is non-negative on S,, there is a 
8, > 0 such that if z E B,\M 
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Now x E S, implies 
x=y+.z; >lE (BJnM)+ and zE (B,w)+. 
If z # 0 then 
z = \‘ zi; - zi E B,\M. 
Thus 
This shows S, is positively decomposable by M. Since S is the (finite) union 
of the SJ’s it follows that S is decomposable by M. I 
2.2. PROPOSITION. S is polyhedral if and only if S n D is polyhedral for 
all polyhedral bounded neighborhoods D of 0. 
Proof. This is obvious if S is polyhedral. For the converse take D 
sufficiently large so that 
A+B,cD. 
Then if F is a face of S, F n D is a non-empty face of S n D with distinct 
faces of S corresponding to distinct faces of S n D. Thus S has only finitely 
many faces and so is polyhedral. I 
2.3. PROPOSITION. If S is bounded and the cone (S -xl’ is polyhedral 
for all x E S then S is polyhedral. 
Proof. We show ext S is closed and has no limit points and thus is finite 
so that S is finitely generated, hence polyhedral. Given x E S let D be a 
polyhedral neighborhood of 0 and, since (S -x)+ is polyhedral, let 
(S -x)+ n D = co(xi: i = l,..., m). 
Then there is a 6 > 0 such that 6xi E S -x for each i. Then 
d[(S-x)‘nD]=(S-x)+n6D=co(6x,~~S-~. 
Let x # y E S n (x + (d/2)0). Then J @ ext S since 
2(y - x) E (S -x>+ n6D c s -x. 
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Then 2( 11 - X) = z -x; z E S. so that 
y = (x + z)/2 6?l ext S. 
Therefore ext S is disjoint from the deleted neighborhood (X + (J/2)0)‘. I 
A useful characterization of polyhedrons in terms of lower-dimensional 
sections was proven by Klee [4]. This is the content of the next proposition, 
a different proof of which is included. 
2.4. PROPOSTION. If S is bounded and each section S n N by a two- 
dimensional variety N is polyhedral then S is polyhedral. 
Proof. We show each (S -.Y)’ is polyhedra1 (X E S) and invoke 
Proposition 2.3. First, each (S - x>+ is closed. If x E ri S this is trivial. 
Hence take x on the relative boundary of S and translate so that x = 0 and 
P=(S)‘. Let q,Efi{O) and x, E ri S with x, # -yO and take N to be the 
span of x,, and x,. Then N f? P = (N n S)+ is polyhedral, hence closed. 
Hence 
[x,, x,,) c (ri P) f7 N = ri(P n IV) 
so that x,, E P since N n P is closed. We proceed by induction on dim S so 
that we assume the proposition holds for all compact convex sets of 
dimension less than n. It follows that every section of S by a variety of 
dimension less than n is polyhedral. We continue with x = 0 and P = (S)+. 
Let L be the lineality (largest subspace contained in P) of P. Then 
P=L + (snLI)+. 
If dim L > 1 then dim(Sn L’) < n - 1 so that P is polyhedral. If L = (0) 
then P is proper and closed. Thus P has a compact base K of the form 
P n f ‘( 1): f a linear functional positive on 410). It suffices to show K is 
polyhedra1 and for this we show (K-x,,)+ is polyhedral for all x0 E K. 
Choose 2, > 0 such that 2&x, E S and denote 
We claim 
s, = s nf-l(n); J. > 0. 
(K -x0>+ = (q. - &x0)+, 
where the latter is polyhedral by hypothesis. Assume first y E S,10 so that 
(l/&)r E P nf-‘( 1) = K. 
Then 
(I/&)? -x0 E K -x0 
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so that 
and hence 
(S.,,] - Aox,)+ c (K-x0)+. 
Now let J’ E K. Then choose ,u > 0 suffkiently small that 
WE s and PUkj. 
Thus ,u < A,, < 2A, and A,, is a convex combination 
1, = up + b(24): a+b=I,a>O, 
of p and 2&. Let 
so that 
where 
r=ap=k,-2bA,. 
Thus 
showing 
y - x0 = (l/r)(Jl, - Aox,) E (S,& - AoXo)’ 
(K - x0)+ c (q - loxo)+. I 
2.5. COROLLARY (Klee). S = A + B is polyhedral if and only if each 
two-dimensional section is polyhedral. 
ProoJ If D is a bounded polyhedral neighborhood of 0 then S n Nn D 
(N a two-dimensional variety) is polyhedral so that S n D satisfies the 
condition of Proposition 2.4. The conclusion follows from 
Proposition 2.2. I 
2.6. THEOREM. Let S = A + B with A compact comes and B a closed 
convex cone in R”. The following are equivalent: 
(a) S is polyhedral. 
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(b) (S - x)+ is a polyhedral cone for all x E S, 
(c) each two-dimensional section of S is polyhedral. 
(d) S is decomposable by each aflne cariety, 
(e) S has the GPEP rvith respect to each uarietjl. 
Proof. Clearly (.a) 2 (b) and (b) * (c) by Proposition 2.3. Thus 
Proposition 2.5 shows (a). (b) and (c) are equivalent. They imply (d) by 
Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 1.12 gives (d) - (e). We conclude by showing 
(e) =‘ (c). If (e) holds and N is a two-dimensional variety then S n N has the 
GPEP. Thus we can assume S c R’ to begin with. Consider P = (S - x) + 
for some .Y E S. Translate so that x = 0. If P is closed then, since P is two- 
dimensional. P is automatically polyhedral. But if ?tO E P\P and M is the 
span RJ,, we take f(~q) = - (J, yO). Since Jam 64 P we have f > 0 on Ain S. 
But ~9~ E p shows any extension off must take negative values on P, hence S. 
This contradicts the GPEP for S and hence P is closed and polyhedral. 
Therefore Proposition 2.3 shows Sf? N is polyhedral. fl 
3. FENCHEL DUALITY IN E AND E* 
In order to illustrate the relationship of decomposability and optimization 
we focus first on the Fenchel set-up in Banach spaces. This provides duality 
conditions for solution to the problem of minimizing the sum of two closed 
convex functions on E. There are much more general “perturbed” convex 
optimization schemes (see 13, 5, 71 for examples) following the same general 
pattern. However, the Fenchel set-up will be adequate for the purpose of 
demonstrating applications of decomposability to the computation of 
subgradients and other accouterments of conjugate duality. 
Let .f be a function on E taking values in (-00, co 1 and define 
dom f = (x E E: f(x) < co }, 
epi f = ((x, r) E E x E: f(x) < r). 
We say f is closed if epi f is closed (weak topology) and f is convex if 
epi f is convex. We shall say f is proper if f is closed, convex and 
dom f # 0. These same notion apply to functions on E*. using the K’*- 
topology. Define the conjugate function f * on E* by 
f *(x*) = sup{ (~3 Mu*) -f(x): x E E). 
If (x, a) E E x R then x - u denotes the affine function on E* with values 
(x. .u*) - (;1. Then 
J-*=sup(x-a:f(x)<a} 
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so that f * is closed and convex on E *. In all matters we assume the dual 
notions are automatically defined in accordance with the dual pairing 
(-6 E”). 
We say ?I* is a subgradient off at x0 if f(x,) is finite and the continuous 
affne function 
h =x* -((x(),x*) -f(x,)) <J: 
Clearly h(x,) =S(x,). This is equivalent to the closed non-vertical hyper- 
plane H,(x*) in E x R supporting epi fat (x,, f(x,)), where 
u = (x0, x*) - f(x,) 
and 
II, = ((x. r): (x. r) . (x*. - 1) = u). 
The set of subgradients to f at x,, is denoted by 6~(x,). 
We denote by f, the translate f - r off by the number r. The reflected 
function 3 is given by fix) = f (-x). Here are the basic results we will use in 
the ensuing discussion. The proofs are standard (see the above references) 
and we omit them. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let f be an (R, +a~) valued on E. 
(1) (x,x*) <f(x) + f *(x*) for all x E E. x* E E*. 
(2) f is closed and convex if and only iff = f **. 
(3) f is proper if and only if f * is proper. 
(4) ?I: E 8f (x0) if and on@ if (x0, xg*) = f (x,) + f *(x,*) if and only if 
f(xo) =f **(x0) and xg E Q-*(x;). 
(5) 0 E 2f(x,) if and only iff (x0) = inf( f (x): x E E} and is finite. 
(6) (f)* = (f *)- - f*. 
(7) VA* =f,* 
(8) -i?f(x,) = 3f (-x0). 
Before proceeding with the Fenchel set-up we give an application of 
decomposability to the problem of minimizing f on E. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let f be a proper function on E. If f *(0) < 00 and 
epi f* is decomposable by M = (O} x R in E* x R then there exists a 
solution x0 
f (x,) = inf{ f (x): x E E}. 
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Proof. By (3) above the function a&O, t) = t defined on (0) x R is 
bounded below on M f~ epi f by f*(O). Then Theorem 1.12 shows a, extends 
to a w*-continuous affine function a on E* x R bounded below on epi f * by 
f*(O). Thus there is an x,, E E such that 
a(x*. r) = (x0,x*) + r 
and x,, E ?j-*(O). Then Propositions 3.1(4) and (5) give the result. 1 
We can best exploit the geometry of the Fenchel set-up by considering the 
analogous concepts for a concave function g (g conca~je means -g is 
convex). Then we speak of 
hype g = {(x, r): r < g(x) I9 
g, = inf(x - cf: u < g(x)}, 
%g*(x,) = (x*: x* - (x0.x*) > g - g&J}. 
We shall always use g for a concave function so that Pg will be understood 
in the concave sense as above. Similarly ii will mean in the convex 
sense. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. (I) (-g)* = -g*. 
(2) -hype g = epi(-g). 
(3) -c?g(x(J = P(-g)(xo). 
We define the inf-convolution of two convex functions f,, fi as 
f, Of&u) = inf( f,(x,) + fi(xz): x = x, + xz}. 
In the following proposition epi’ j-denotes the pairs (x, r) for which f(x) < r. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let f,, fi be proper (convex) functions on E. 
(1) epi’ f, 0 fi = epi’ f, + epi’ fi. 
(2) VI ofi)* =fT +fT. 
We say f, 0 fi is exact at x =-Y, +x, if 
--03 <fi q fJx)=f,(x,) +f*(x*) < 03. 
We say f, 0 fi is exuct if it takes values in (-co, co] and is exact at each 
point of its domain. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let f,, fi be proper convex functions. Then f, •J fi is 
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closed and exact if and only if epi f, + epi fi is closed and contains no 
Llertical lines. 
Let A g be proper convex, concave functions on E and consider the 
minimization problem: 
P: i:f(f-g)=u. 
The corresponding concave dual problem is 
D: y+P (g* -f”) =P. 
Since f, g are proper the convex dual of D is P. 
Let h = f 0 (-6) and k = f * 0 (-g)*. With reference to the preceding 
propositions we observe the following facts. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. (1) h* = f * - g* and k* =f - g. 
(2) a = h(O) = -(f - g)*(O) = -k”*(O) 
/3 = -k(O) = -(g, -f*)*(O) = h**(O) 
(3) P<u. 
The usual procedure is to solve the dual problem (D) first since it is more 
likely to yield a solution point. -yO *. This is because one can make use of the 
abundant compactness available in the it’*-topology on E*. One then hopes 
that the primal problem (P) is sufficiently well-posed that a = p. If this is the 
case and a = /.I is finite then we know that approximate solutions to (P) can 
be found. However, a sequence (x,),Zr, in E for which (f - g)(x,,) converges 
to a may not yield a convergent subsequence. so that an exact solution point 
to (P) may not exist. It is at this juncture that a suitably formulated 
hypothesis on (D) involving decomposability can be invoked. 
The first step is to characterize the stability of (P). Stability means there is 
a solution x$ to (D) for which 
cc=(g*-j-*)(x,*)=/?. 
Let 
I, = epi f, n hypo g and J, = epi f ,” CT hypo g, . 
We shall say (begging the reader’s indulgence) that .Y* -s separates I,. if 
g<s* --s Gf,. 
This is equivalent to the hyperplane H,(x*) separating epi f, and hypo g. 
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3.7. THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (P) is stable with a = (g, -f*)(x,*) = p. 
(ii) k is exact at 0 =x,* - .Y,* and k(0) = -a. 
(iii) x,* E ah(O). 
(iv) xO* - s separates I, for some s E R. 
If these conditions obtain then we say xt 1s a Kuhn-Tucker vector for (P). 
There is of course a dual version for the stability of (D). 
We call (x0, xg*) a solution pair if (P) is stable with dual solution x,* and 
the primal solution s, also exists. 
3.8. THEOREM. The following are equioalent: 
(i) (P) and (D) harle the solution pair (x0, x0*), 
(ii) f(-d +f*C$9 = (x0,-q?) = g(.d + g&,*), 
(iii) so* E ah(O) and x,, E Fk(0). 
(iv) .Y: E 2jQ0) n ag(.uO) (= ;If(sO) n F(-f)(--x0)), 
(v, S” E ?f*(x;) n i?g*(x,*) (= g-*(x,*) n q-g)*(-XZ)). 
3.9. COROLLARY. Let f,, fi be comex proper and let f = f, 0 fi. The 
follondng are equivalent: 
(i) .t$ E ?f(x,,) artdf is e-yact at x,, = x, +x2, 
(ii) x, E 8f T(.$) and x2 E 2ff(xt). 
(iii) .x$ E Zf,(x,) n 2f2(xz). 
We can combine Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.7(ii) to give a simple 
suffkient condition for stability. Let 
K = epi f * + epi(-g)* (= epi f * - hypo g*). 
We say K is closed and proper if K is M ,*-closed and contains no vertical 
lines. 
3.10. THEOREM. If K is closed and proper then for each x0 E E. 
8f (x0) - 353%) = au - g)(xcJ 
If in addition k(0) is finite then (P) is stable so that the conditions of 
Theorem 3.7 hold. 
The subgradient formula follows from Corollary 3.9-the subgradients 
may, however, be empty. 
The usual way of obtaining this stability condition is to require continuity 
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of either f or g on the interior of its domain. This gives the closedness of K 
(see below or [3, 5,7]) but is too severe a requirement for the following 
applications. We find it easier to apply the Krein-Smulyan Theorem to give 
a direct geometric condition. Recall this states that K will be r+J*-closed 
providing its intersections with the w*-compact convex sets are closed. 
Let F = epi f * and G = epi(-g)*. For any A c E* x R denote 
A, = {(x, r) E A: Ilall <s). 
We say condition (*) is satisfied if 
(*I for each s > 0 there is y(s) < co such that K, c F + G,,,. 
3.11. THEOREM. If condition (*) holds then K is closed and proper. 
Proof. Note first that since f, g are proper so are f *, (-g)* and hence 
they are bounded below on Iv*-compact sets. Given s > 0 we have 
But the set on the right is w*-closed since given a net 
(Zi, ti) = (Xi, ri) + (Ji* Si): lIzill Gs% ltil < s, 
(*vi, ri) E F, Ovi. Si) E G,,, 
then we can choose a subnet for which .t’i + I’, zi + z. Since 
lIxil/ < s + >‘Cs) 
we have that the (ri) and (si) are bounded below. Thus we can assume 
and hence (zi, ti) + (x,, , r,J + (v,,, sO) E K. Thus K is closed. Given x we 
also see that k(x) is bounded below by a number depending only on llxll and 
y(/xll). Thus K is proper. i 
As an example we can obtain the more traditional condition involving 
continuity. For this we let K’ be the intersection of K with E,* x [-s, s 1 and 
modify (*) to (*)‘: 
(*Y K’ c G + G,,, 
Then, as above, (*)’ implies K is closed. 
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3.12. COROLLARY. Let 0 E (dom f) n (dom g) and let g be continuous 
at 0. Then K is closed and proper. 
Proof. The fact 0 E (domf)n (dom g) shows that f and (-g) are 
bounded below on E*. Furthermore the continuity of g at 0 shows the 
sublevel sets 
[c-g)* <PI 
are u%ompact (by the Alaoglu Theorem). Thus given (z,, I,) E K’ and 
we must have s,, bounded above by a number /I (depending on s). But then 
[C-g)* <PI IS b ounded in norm by some y(s) so that (*)’ holds, showing K 
is closed. Sincef* and (-g)* are bounded below K is proper. 1 
Since Theorem 3.7(ii) requires only that k be exact at 0 we can give a 
local version of the (*) condition.(*), : there exists a closed w*-neighborhood 
N of 0 in E* such that 
Wn (N x R)), = F + G>,,,. 
If (*)[ holds for each s then K n (N X R) is w*-closed. Thus as above, 
k(0) = k**(O) and if this is finite then (0, k(0)) E K and the exactness of k at 
0 follows. Rockafellar [7, Theorem 18(e)] has given a condition similar to 
this. Although formulated in a more general framework it reduces to the 
requirement that the sublevel sets of k on N be bounded in norm. From this 
it follows that 
(*); : [Kn(NxR)]‘cF+Gfl,,. 
As with (*)‘, this shows K n (N x R) is closed so that k(0) = k**(O). 
We now combine Theorem 3.10 with a decomposability condition to 
obtain a solution pair satisfying the statements of Theorem 3.8. 
3.13. THEOREM. Let K be closed and proper with k(O)pnite. Let M be fhe 
w*-closed aflne span of hypo g,. If epi f * is decomposable by M and 
ri(hypo g*) # 0 then an exact solution pair exists. 
Proof. The stability of (P) is given by Theorem 3.10. We can now apply 
the dual version of Theorem 3.7(iv) to 
J-D = e&f* + P) n hypo g, . 
Since epi(f * +/I) is disjoint from ri(hypo g*) we can separate in M with a 
non-vertical hyperplane and use Theorem 1.13 to obtain the required w*- 
continuous fine functional x,, - f separating J-,. 1 
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3.14. EXAMPLE. Positive decomposition and normality. 
Let (E, P) be an ordered Banach space with closed convex positive cone 
and dual ordered space (E*. P*), where P* =-PO. Given x0 E E we 
consider the problem of writing 
x0 = p - q; PT 9 > 0. 
TO do this we let both f and -g be the Minkowski functional of 
P, = Pn ET. LetJYO denote the translate by -y. given by 
.Lf,,(-u) = f(x + x0). 
Then (JYfr,)* = f * - x0. Let 
P): ‘p& - g) = a. 
Clearly (x > 0. If a < r < co then there is an x such that 
f(xo + x) - g(x) < r 
meaning that, with p = x0 + X, q = x. 
x=p-q; p.qEpand 1IPll+llqll cr. 
For the dual problem we note thatf* = (-g)* = SE;-,. , the indicator of the 
set ET -P* in E*. Using Proposition 3.3 we see that 
CD): sup((x,,x):xE (E;-P*)n(E;” +P*)=p. 
The space (E, P) is approximately c-generated if for each c < r each 
x0 E E can be decomposed as x0 = p -q with IIpII + llqll < r IIxoll. The dual 
property is c-normality: we say (E*, P*) is c-normal if for each X* there are 
?)*r z* with 
y*<x*<z* and II-d <c(llJ’lI” v llz*II). 
This is equivalent to 
(Ef -P*) n (EF + P*) c E:. 
THEOREM (Grosberg-Krein). If (E*, P*) is c-normal then (E. P) is 
approximately c-generated. 
Proof: We verify that the (*) condition is satisfied. Since f * and (-g)* 
are indicators we need only consider projections of F and G to ET -P. 
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Thus, if I/-Y* 11 < s and x* = .v, -p, + z, -q,E(ET-P*)+(ET-P*)then 
x*--?‘,<z,-q,<z, 
so that 
IIZ, -9,ll~c(l +s). 
Hence 
Given .Y, E E problem (P) above will be stable with the solution value equal 
to 
p=sup((&J, .K):.KE(E~-P*)n(E~+P*)}~cjl?s,ll< 03. 
Therefore (P) has approximate solutions and (E. P) is approximately c- 
generated. I 
We point out that there are examples [2] of approximately c-generated 
spaces for which exact solutions do not exist. Also, since P need not have 
interior in E. the use of a continuity condition for stability is precluded. 
A detailed treatment of interpolation of continuous functions from the 
point of view of decomposability is given in [ 11. We summarize a typical 
result here. 
3.15. EXAMPLE. Rudin-Carleson-Gamelin Theorem. 
Let Y be a closed subset of the compact Hausdorff space X. Let A be a 
closed subspace of C(X) and let M= (x E C(X): x 1). 3 O}. We identify 
C(X)* as M(X), the regular Bore1 measures on X. Then MI= M(Y) and 
(A IF)’ = A’ n ML. Given a E C(X) we want b E A of minimum norm 
satisfying b 1). = a 1). (b E A f~ (a + M)). If p(x) = /lx/l (sup-norm) and 
f=p+d,. -g = (6,\,)). then we consider 
(P): inf(((s((: x E A, .Y - a E M} = inf( (f - g)(x): x E C(X)} = u. 
If u is finite then there is an x E A with .Y 1). = a II.. We have 
f * = ht; f-g)* = d,,, + u = a /.,11. 
Thus the dual problem is 
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THEOREM. If there is a k < 00 such thatfor each p E A1 
lliu Ip- + (A I~)‘11 G k ll,u Ix\,4 
then A I,. is closed and given E > 0 and a E A there is an x E A with 
x Il. = a I,. and JIx(I < k I/a IyII + E. 
If k < I then the x can be chosen with llxll = Ila /& 
Proof We show the (*) condition holds. Let a E (A lY) so that if 
~E(Al~)~=A~nhf~ then v(a)=O. Let 
(p, r) E epi f * + epi(-g)“: /I P II G c 
so that 
01, r) = (m + p,, 0) t (4 r): 
m E A’, Ilp, 11 < 1. q E ML, r = q(a). 
Choose 11 E A’ n M’ with 
Write 
II m I). + PII < k lb lx~d 
@,r)=(mtvtp,,O)t(q-br). 
Thenm + 1’ E A-, lI,u, I/ < 1, q - v E M’ and (q - v)(a) = q(a). Finally, 
/Iv - 41 = Il(rl - dull G lliull f lb 0. + 4 + Ilk II 
< (1 + c) + k Ilm IxiyII. 
But 
so that Ilrn Iqul\ < 1 + c. Hence 
II rl- 1’1) < (1 t c)(l + k) 
and so the (*) condition holds for y(c) = (1 + c)( 1 + k). We compute the 
solution value /?=a. If ,uEE”In(A’+ET) let ,u=mt,u,; mEA’. 
11~~ II < 1, and choose v E M’ fl A’ with 
Then 
lb I,.- ~11 Gllm lx,d 
p =p II. = m ly t,u, ly = v + (m Iy - v) +PI 11.. 
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Now 
so that 
0 = P Ixw = m Ix\v + P l Ixiu 
II m l.q,.lI = lliu, I.yiyII. 
Hence 
II@ IF - 1’) +iu, IFI1 
< llm 1,. - 41 + lb, IA <k lb Ix\ull + lb, IAl 
= k IUP, Ix,AI + lb, IA G k Iliu, IIG k. 
Thus 
p = 1’+,l.$; v E A’ n ML and ]],L, ]] < k. 
Since p E Ml, so is pz. Since a E (A IF)- = (A’ n Ml)’ 
Irep( < I,&)l= 1. a b2 Gklla 1~11~ 
/ I -1 
Thus /3 < k ]]a lY]]. In particular the existence of x E A with x IY = a IY shows 
a E A I,, so that A II. is closed and the first statement of the theorem is shown. 
If k < 1 then a computation, spelled out in [ 1; Theorem 4.81, shows A ’ + ET 
is decomposable by Ml. Hence epi f * is decomposable by ML x R which is 
the span of hypo g,. Since a ],,,L is Iv*-continuous, ri(hypo g*) # 0 and 
Theorem 3.13 yields the exact solution pair. m 
4. CONVEX PROGRAMMING AND THE (PEP) 
We shall briefly develop the theory of convex inequalities and convex 
constraints with the constraint mapping taking values in a dual ordered 
Banach space (Z*, P*). We express our hypotheses in terms of the MI*-(PEP) 
of P* with respect to range spaces M in Z*. This allows for sufficiency 
conditions based on decomposability of P* by M, as in the previous section. 
It is useful to have at hand a class of dual spaces for which decom- 
posibility of P* can be relied on for a large selection of subspaces M. It is 
known (2; Theorem II5.7] that if (Z, P) is positively generated and normal 
then (Z*. P*) is lattice ordered if and only if each w*-closed face of P* is 
split in P*. These faces are the intersection of closed lattice ideals with P*. 
Thus. for each such face F, the subspace F-F is w*-closed and P* has the 
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IV*-(PEP) with respect to F-F. Consequently, a reasonable class of spaces 
to consider are the dual Banach lattice ordered spaces. In this instance, we 
can then satisfy the requirement for mappings whose ranges span faces of 
P*. Of course the Euclidean case is covered by considering R” as a dual 
with the usual ordering given by the positive orthant, which is polyhedral. 
Let A be convex in Z* and let M denote the @closed afftne variety 
spanned by A. As before ri A refers to the interior of A relative to M. We 
note that ri A # 0 if and only if ri A, # 0. where A, = co(A U (O}) with 
closed span M,, a subspace in which A4 has codimension at most one. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let KI* - ri A # 0 in the dual ordered Banach space 
(positvely generated and normal) (Z*. P*). Let P* hate the rr’*-(PEP) with 
respect to M, f N for any finite dimensional subspace N. 
(1) rf (ri A) n P* = 0 then there is a 1 E P \cYth i < 0 on ri .4. 
(2) If (riA)fTP*#PI and F,=(M,-P*)nP*. then F, is the 
smallest face of P” containing A ~7 P*. Furthermore, F, is w*-closed and for 
each z E P*\F,, there is A E P. (1, z) > 0 and ,I = 0 on A. 
Proof. If (ri A) n P* = 0 then (ri A,)n P* = 0 and we can apply the 
standard separation theorem in M,, and extend the KY*-continuous linear 
functional so obtained using the (PEP). 
To show (2) let F be a face of P* with 
(ri A) n P* c F. 
Then M, n P* c F, for if m E M, n P* and x,, E (ri A) n P* then the open 
interval (m, .x0) satisfies 
(tn. x0) n (ri A) n P* # 0 
so that (m, x,,) n F # 0 and hence m E F. Next, we note that F, is clearly a 
face of P* containing A n P*. To see that it is the smallest let A f’P* c F. 
Then the above shows 
M,nP*cF 
and hence 
(MO-P*)nP*=(M,nP*-P*)nP*cF, 
where the last inclusion follows from the fact F is a face. Now if z E P*\F., . 
let M’ = (M,, z). Define 1 on M’ by (,I, z) = 1 and 2 = 0 on M,. Then A 
must be non-negative on M’ n P*. For if 
O<j,=m+rz; m E it4, and r < 0 
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then m = ?I- TZ with y, --YZ E P* and hence both in F,4. This contradicts the 
choice of z. Hence r > 0 and so (A, JP) > 0. Thus we can extend 1 to be non- 
negative on P*. Since 1 z 0 on M,, II = 0 on A. This also shows F., is the 
intersection of closed faces A-‘(O)nP*, completing the proof of (2). 1 
Let C be a non-empty convex subset of a Banch space E and let G be a 
map from C to (Z*, P*) which is convex in the sense that A o G is convex for 
each 1 E P c Z. Then G(C) + P* is convex in Z*. In the following we 
denote the smallest r&closed aftke variety containing G(C) by M. Let 
A= [G(C)+P*]nhf 
Then A is convex and M is the n%losed affme variety spanned by A. Let 
M, be the subspace spanned by M as above. 
We are interested in a theorem of the alternative concerning the inequality 
G(x) < z. z E Z*. We denote thefeasible range 
D=IG(C)+P*)n(-P*)=(z<OinZ*:3.uEC.G(x)<z). 
4.2. THEOREM. Let G and be as above and assume 
(I) riAf0, 
(2) P* has the rrl*-(PEP) with respect to M, + N for NJinite dimen- 
sional. Then exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) D spans -P” (for each z < 0 there is an .K E C and E > 0 such 
that G(s) < EZ). 
(b) there e.uists II > 0 in Z, A # 0 and 1 o G 2 0 on C. 
Proof. If (a) holds and 1 o G > 0 for A > 0 then i = 0 on D and hence 
/I = 0 so (b) fails. Suppose (a) fails. If (ri A) n (-P*) = 0 then 
Theorem 4.1(I) applies. Suppose, then, that (ri A) n (-P*) # 0 and let F,, . 
F,, denote the faces of -P* spanned by A. D. Since 
0#An(-P*)cD 
we have F.4 c Fo. On the other hand, if z E D then 
z=G(x)+p<O (PE p*) 
and G(x) = z - p. But z and -p belong to -P* and G(X) E A so that 
z E F,4. Thus F., = FD. Theorem 4.1 shows FA is closed and, since (a) fails, 
F., is proper. Conclusion (b) now follows from Theorem 4.1(2). 1 
Observe that both hypotheses of the theorem are automatic if (Z. P) is R” 
with the usual (coordinate-wise) ordering. 
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The case of affine G is of particular interest. Take L to be a IV*- 
continuous linear map from E to Z* and suppose G has the form 
G(x) = L(x) + z. 
for fixed z0 E Z*. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let int C # 0 in E and let L be a ,c%ontinuous 
linear map on E with w*-closed range h?i in Z*. Let P* hatle the w*(PEP) 
with respect to &? + N, N finite-dimensional. Then exactljq one of the 
following holds: 
(a) there is an x E intC with G(s) = L(x) + z0 < 0, 
(b) there is 1 E P c Z with ,I 0 G > 0 on int C. 
Proof. We have L(int C) = ri L(C) with M = z0 + hi. Since 
4 # ri G(C) c ri A, Theorem 4.2 applies. If (a) holds for .Y and A > 0 then 
1 o G(x) < 0 so that (6) fails. If (a) fails then (ri G(C)) n (-P*) = 0. But 
then 
riAcriG(C)+AnP* 
so that we also have (ri A) n (-P*) = 0. Then Theorem 4.1(l) shows there 
isI>OinZwithI>OonriA.ButriG(C)criA sowehaveAoG>Oon 
int C. I 
4.4. COROLLARY. If C = E and the conditions of CorollarJ7 4.3 apply 
then exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) there is an x E E with G(x) = L(x) + z0 < 0, 
(b) there is a A > 0 in Z with 1 0 L = 0 and A(z,,) > 0. 
Proof. If Corollary 4.3(b) holds then 10 G =A o L + A(z,) > 0 on E 
shows A o L E 0 and l(z,) > 0. 1 
As in 161 we consider the situation for combined convex and affine 
restraints. Here G = (G,, G,) is a map of C into the direct sum ZT 0 Zf . 
4.5. THEOREM. Let int C # 0 in E and let Gi: C + (Zr, PT) (i = 1. 2), 
where (ZF, PT) are dual ordered Banach spaces and G, is concex satisfying 
the conditions of Theorem 4.2, G, is afine satisfying the conditions of 
Corollary 4.3. 
If there is an x0 E int C with G,(x,) < 0 then exactly one of the following 
holds: 
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(a) for each z, < 0 in Zf there is an x E C and E > 0 such that 
G,(x) < EZ, and G,(x) < 0, 
(b) there are Li > 0 in ZF, A, # 0 and 
Proof The decomposability requirement is satisfied jointly. If (a) holds 
and Ai> with 1, o Gz+l, o Gz > 0 then A, = 0 and (b) fails. If (a) fails 
then consider the set A corresponding to the joint map (G,. Gz). If 
(ri.4)f’ (-P*) = 0 then Theorem 4.1 shows there are Ai> with 
(A,, 1,) > 0 on ri A. Thus 1, o G, + AZ o Gz > 0. If A, = 0 then AZ 0 G, > 0 on 
int C, contradicting the existence of x0 E int C with G2(xo) < 0. This shows 
(b) holds if (ri A) f7 (-P*) = 0. If (ri A) n (-P*) # 0 then A spans a face 
of -P* which does not contain all of -PT x (0). Then Theorem 4.1(2) gives 
the required Ai > 0 with l,(z,) < 0 for some z, E -P;“. 1 
We conclude with the standard convex programming problem formulated 
in the dual Banach space context. Let C be a convex subset of E with 
int C # 0 and let G be a convex map of C into (Z*. P*). The problem is to 
determine for f a proper function on E with dom f = C, 
(P), a = inf(f(x): x E C and G(x) < O}. 
One can employ the optimal value function I$ on Z* (analogous to the 
situation in Sect. 3) defined as 
P): 4(z) = inf(f(x): x E C and G(x) <z}. 
An element ,J > 0 in Z satisfying 
-co < a = d(0) = inf(x E E: f(x) + 1 o G(x)} 
is called a Kuhn-Tucker vector. The element A E Z is a Kuhn-Tucker vector 
if and only if -1 E a@(O). Since epi 4 is obtained from the convex set 
(*) (G.f)(C) + P* x [0, co) 
one can formulate sufficient conditions for 1 to exist based on the closedness 
and decomposability of epi Q by (O} X R as in Theorem 3.2. This is feasible 
if the constraints are affine so that (at least in finite dimensions) the set (*) 
is polyhedral. 
More generally, we can apply Theorem 4.5. 
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4.6. THEOREM. Let C, Gi (i = 1,2) be as in Theorem 4.5 and let f be a 
proper furlction on E with dam f = C. If 
( 1) CY = inf( f (x): x E C and G,(x) < 0, i = 1, 2 } is Jnite. 
(2) there is an x0 E int C such that Gz(xo) < 0, 
(3) for each z, < 0 in ZF there is an .Y E C and F > 0 with G,(x) < EZ 
and G?(x) < 0. 
therl there is a Kuhn Tucker cector /1 = (A,, Al) E Z = Z, @ Z, s Z, x Zz. 
Proof. Take the system 
d=(G,.G?.f-or):C+Z;xZ:xR 
and regard (G,, f - a) as the convex constraint in Theorem 4.5. Since 
Theorem 4.5(a) fails for the pair (0, -1) in ZT x R, (b) must hold. Thus 
there are Ai (i = 0, 1. 2) with 1, a real number and li E Zi (i = 1, 2) 
satisfying 
and 
If ,I, = 0 then both (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.5 would be satisfied. Thus we 
can assume Lo = 1 so that 
u < inf(x E C: f(x) + 1, o G,(X) + AZ o G-.(x)} 
< inf( f (-u): s E C and G(X) < O} = a. 
Therefore 1 = (,I,, A2) is a Kuhn-Tucker vector. 1 
As noted above the hypotheses concerning relative interior and (PEP) are 
automatically satisfied if the range of the constraints is finite-dimensional. If 
this is the case then the hypothesis (3) is the usual Slater condition. If F is 
afflne and G, = 0 then the standard linear programming duality theorem 
(existence of the Kuhn-Tucker vector is equivalent to solving the dual 
problem as in Sect. 3) results. 
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